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ABSTRACT
Observations with the Chandra X-ray Observatory are used to examine the hot gas properties
within a sample of 10 galaxy groups selected from the Galaxy And Mass Assembly survey’s
optical Friends-of-Friends group catalogue. Our groups have been screened to eliminate spu-
rious and unrelaxed systems, and the effectiveness of this procedure is demonstrated by the
detection of intergalactic hot gas in 80 per cent of our sample. However, we find that 9 of
the 10 are X-ray underluminous by a mean factor of ∼4 compared to typical X-ray-selected
samples. Consistent with this, the majority of our groups have gas fractions that are lower and
gas entropies somewhat higher than those seen in typical X-ray-selected samples. Two groups,
which have high 2σ lower limits on their gas entropy, are candidates for the population of
high-entropy groups predicted by some active galactic nucleus feedback models.
Key words: galaxies: clusters: intracluster medium – galaxies: groups: general – X-rays:
galaxies: clusters.
1 IN T RO D U C T I O N
Studies of the hot gas in groups and clusters of galaxies have demon-
strated that this gas exhibits entropies in excess of self-similar ex-
pectations (e.g. Ponman, Cannon & Navarro 1999; Lloyd-Davies,
Ponman & Cannon 2000). Determining how, why and when this
entropy was raised is essential to better understand the formation
and evolution of both galaxies and galaxy clusters. For example, the
processes responsible for raising the gas entropy may be the same
as those that maintain the hot gas content of the Universe by pre-
venting runaway cooling of gas into stars (the cooling catastrophe;
Balogh et al. 2001).
Early models suggested that entropy had been injected into the
intracluster medium (ICM) prior to the full collapse of the cluster
(Kaiser 1991; Evrard & Henry 1991). Proposed sources of entropy
included supernova feedback and active galactic nuclei (AGNs;
Lloyd-Davies et al. 2000; Wu, Fabian & Nulsen 2000; Tozzi &
Norman 2001; Babul et al. 2002). Due to the smaller potential wells
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of groups compared to massive clusters, the entropy injected into gas
at group scales can be significant compared to the entropy accrued
during halo assembly. Alternatives, such as the action of cooling
flows, which preferentially cool low-entropy gas into stars, raising
the mean ICM entropy (see, e.g. Bryan 2000; Voit & Bryan 2001),
have also been proposed. It is now widely recognized that feedback
from AGNs reduces the cooling rate within cluster cores, preventing
massive cooling flows. Such feedback after cluster collapse provides
another potential mechanism for raising the entropy of the ICM (Voit
2005).
Both analytical models (McCarthy et al. 2004, 2008) and hy-
drodynamical simulations (Lewis et al. 2000; Dave´, Oppenheimer
& Sivanandam 2008; Schaye et al. 2010; Liang et al. 2016) have
been used to explore the evolution of gas within group and cluster
haloes, examining the effect of various proposed feedback mod-
els. A comparison between the simulations from the Overwhelm-
ingly Large Simulations Project (OWLS; Schaye et al. 2010) and
a variety of observational properties of groups (McCarthy et al.
2010, 2011) suggest that the observed raised entropies result from
heating of gas by AGN feedback acting within precursor haloes.
These models predict a distribution of central entropies broader than
C© 2017 The Authors
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observed in the well-studied X-ray-selected samples of groups, and
in particular the existence of a population of systems with very high
central entropy. Such high-entropy groups would have low central
gas densities, and hence low-surface-brightness X-ray emission. As
a result, systems of this sort would be heavily selected against in
X-ray-bright samples. The primary aim of this study is to search
for a population of galaxy groups (M  1014 M) containing such
high-entropy gas.
The starting point for such a search has to be a group sample
that has been constructed without any reference to X-ray proper-
ties. We therefore start from an optically selected sample of groups.
Due to the depth and completeness of the Galaxy and Mass As-
sembly (GAMA; Driver et al. 2011; Liske et al. 2015) project’s
spectroscopic survey, we draw our group candidates from their
Friends-of-Friends (FoF) group catalogue (Robotham et al. 2011).
The difficulty with such optically selected groups is to avoid the
contamination of the sample by chance galaxy alignments or by
haloes that are yet to fully collapse. Such systems would have little
or no diffuse X-ray emissions, and so could be mistaken for high-
entropy groups. We therefore apply a number of tests designed to
eliminate such spurious or unrelaxed systems from our sample.
The outline of this paper is as follows: In Section 2, we dis-
cuss how we select our sample of relaxed optical groups by testing
for substructure in the distribution of member galaxies. Section 3
describes the X-ray analysis performed on the Chandra data, and
Section 4 presents the results for the X-ray luminosity (LX), and
the mass and central entropy of the hot gas within our groups. We
conclude, in Sections 5 and 6, by discussing the virialization of
these groups and the limitations in our analysis that could affect
our entropy constraints. Throughout this paper, we adopt a sim-
ple  cold dark matter cosmology with m = 0.3,  = 0.7 and
H0 = 70 km s−1 Mpc−1, with h = H0/100 km s−1 Mpc−1 = 0.7.
2 TH E O P T I C A L G RO U P SA M P L E
To investigate whether a population of high-entropy groups exists,
we need to start from a sample of relaxed, optically selected groups.
As discussed above, this removes ambiguity in the nature of any
observed low LX groups. The GAMA survey provides an excellent
platform from which to begin a study of this nature.
The GAMA project is a broad multiwavelength survey covering
∼290 deg2 of the sky. The main optical component of the project is a
medium-deep redshift survey conducted with the AAOmega multi-
object spectrograph at the Anglo-Australian Observatory. This pro-
vides spectra and redshifts (Hopkins et al. 2013) for more than
300 000 galaxies within five sky regions. A grouping analysis has
been performed on the galaxies from the first three regions sur-
veyed by Robotham et al. (2011) using an FoF algorithm optimized
on a sample of nine realistic mock light cones (Merson et al. 2013).
These light cones were generated using the dark matter Millennium
Simulation (Springel et al. 2005) populated with galaxies using the
Bower et al. (2006) semi-analytic models of galaxy formation, with
modifications to reproduce the observed r-band, redshift-dependent,
GAMA luminosity function of Loveday et al. (2012).
At the time this study began, most of the GAMA survey had been
completed to an r-band magnitude of only mr = 19.4 mag, and the
G3Cv04 group catalogue had been constructed from these data by
Robotham et al. (2011). Since then, additional galaxy spectra have
been taken, extending the completeness to mr = 19.8 mag and an
updated (G3Cv06) group catalogue has been compiled. Our selec-
tion of a relaxed group sample, as described in Section 2, makes use
of the G3Cv04 group catalogue, and Chandra data were acquired
for the resulting sample. All subsequent analysis presented here
beyond the initial selection makes use of the deeper data available
from the G3Cv06 group catalogue.
The G3Cv04 catalogue contained 12 200 FoF groups and clusters
with two or more members brighter than mr = 19.4 mag. We first
cut the catalogue to restrict it to groups with N ≥ 12 galaxies for two
reasons: First, this essentially eliminates the possibility of spurious
groups generated from chance alignment of physically unrelated
galaxies, and, secondly, it ensures that we have reasonable galaxy
statistics for the substructure analysis we subsequently applied to
filter out unrelaxed systems. This initial cut left a catalogue of 205
galaxy groups and clusters. We then restricted the sample to red-
shifts z ≤ 0.12, since more distant systems passing our membership
criterion are fairly rich clusters, whilst our focus in this study is
on galaxy groups (M500  1014 M). This redshift cut reduced the
sample to 64 galaxy groups that were subjected to the substructure
screening described below. We found that these limits on richness
and redshift provided the best compromise between the conflicting
requirements of increasing the number of candidate groups to select
from whilst ensuring statistically useful numbers of group members
and reducing the likelihood of including clusters.
2.1 Selection
In order to be confident that low X-ray luminosity in any of our
groups is indicative of high-entropy gas, it is important to restrict
our sample to systems that are collapsed and dynamically relaxed.
To do this, we applied a number of tests to assess their degree of
substructure. A highly substructured group is likely to be collapsing
for the first time, or to have suffered a recent major merger.
Another advantage of relaxed systems is that their masses can be
more reliably estimated, and should be closely related to their X-ray
properties. Since we use optical mass estimates to predict the X-ray
properties of our groups, reliable mass estimates are important for
correctly judging the exposure times required to acquire X-ray data
of sufficient depth for our study. It is especially important to avoid
selecting groups whose masses are overestimated, which would
result in predicted exposure times that would be too short.
The substructure statistics employed were calibrated on mock
G3Cv04 data constructed for the GAMA project. Using the mock
haloes and with known masses and masses predicted from their
optical luminosities (see Section 2.4), we tune the selection to dis-
criminate against groups whose mass estimates are more than a
factor of 2 larger than the true halo mass.
The selection and calibration of the algorithms we used proceeded
as follows. First, we identified a set of substructure statistics that
had useful discriminating power to select mock groups with ‘good’
predicted masses. Secondly, we established a set of thresholds for
the adopted statistics that, in combination, maximized the number
of mock groups recovered with satisfactory mass estimates. Due to
the importance of rejecting groups with overestimated masses, we
insisted that our screening process should essentially eliminate any
systems whose masses were overestimated by more than a factor of
2. Finally, having tuned our selection criteria on mock groups, we
applied this filter to the real G3Cv04 sample.
2.2 Substructure statistics
We initially examined nine different substructure statistics that
probed the spatial and velocity distributions of the galaxies within
a group. Six of these were drawn from the compilation of Pinkney
et al. (1996). Two more (an axial ratio and a group symmetry test)
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were based upon the output of the Robotham et al. (2011) group
analysis, with a further statistic used specifically to examine the
distribution of galaxy velocities. It was found that a combination
of three of these tests was able to effectively discriminate between
systems for which the GAMA mass estimates described in Section
2.4 were reliable, and those for which they were not. Adding further
substructure tests to this set produced negligible further gains. Our
chosen set of substructure tests consisted of two spatial symme-
try statistics: the βsym-test and the angular separation test (Pinkney
et al. 1996), together with the Anderson–Darling test for normality
(Thode 2002) in the velocity histogram, implemented through the
NORTEST package (Gross & Ligges 2012, and references therein) for
the R statistical package (R Development Core Team 2009). Two
of these tests, the βsym-test and the angular separation test, require
an optical group centre. A centroid was calculated in each case by
taking an unweighted centroid of group galaxies within a radius that
was iteratively shrunk until it encompassed 50 per cent of a given
group’s galaxies.
2.2.1 The βsym-test
This substructure test, discussed in West, Oemler & Dekel (1988)
and Pinkney et al. (1996), looks for deviations from mirror symme-
try caused by substructure within a group halo. The test proceeds
by taking each galaxy and estimating the mean separation, di, of the√
N nearest galaxies to it, where N is the total number of galaxies
within the cluster. This distance is then compared to the same quan-
tity calculated about a point diametrically opposite to the galaxy,
do, through a central point.
For the ith galaxy, βsym is then defined as
βsym,i = log
(
do
di
)
. (1)
The mean value of βsym for all galaxies is the unnormalized
βsym-statistic. For an unsubstructured, symmetric system, βsym ≈ 0.
2.2.2 The angular separation test
The angular separation test (hereafter AST; West et al. 1988;
Pinkney et al. 1996), examines the projected angular distribution
of galaxies within the cluster, testing for an excess of small an-
gular separations that could indicate substructure. The AST first
determines the mean harmonic separation of members
θhm =
⎡
⎣ 2
N (N − 1)
N∑
i=1;i>j
θ−1ij
⎤
⎦
−1
, (2)
where N is again the number of galaxies in the group or cluster
and θ ij is the angular separation of two galaxies relative to the
centre of the group. Substructures such as infalling groups should
therefore reduce the value of θhm relative to a similar halo without
any substructure.
The values for both the βsym-test and for AST are finally nor-
malized by their values from the ‘null hypothesis’ – a value of
the statistic when no substructure is present. This accounts for any
contributions to the measured statistic from statistical noise in the
population. To generate the null hypothesis, we perform the tests on
1000 realizations of the cluster data where the azimuthal positions
of the galaxies have been randomized. We then take the mean of
these ensembles to represent the substructure-less null hypothesis.
The final test statistics, ζ β and ζAST, are
ζβ = βsym/βsym,null and ζAST = θnull/θhm. (3)
With this normalization, substructure-less groups have statistic
values of ≈1, whilst substructured systems will have statistics >1.
The significance of the statistic can be easily quantified since it is
the fraction of the 1000 randomizations that have more substructure
than the measured statistic.
2.2.3 Anderson–Darling test
Within a virialized structure, we expect the velocity of galaxies to
be distributed as a Gaussian along the line of sight. Recent cluster
merger activity or incomplete virialization, as well as inclusion of
physically unconnected galaxies in a group, would be expected
to cause deviations from this distribution, for example, through
introducing bimodality or asymmetries in the velocity histogram.
The Anderson–Darling test (hereafter the AD test; Thode 2002)
examines whether a sample is consistent with having been drawn
from a normal distribution, and can therefore be useful for testing
for such deviations. As a reasonable proxy for galaxy velocities, we
apply the test to the redshifts of member galaxies.
Here we describe the AD test as laid out by Thode (2002) and
as implemented by the NORTEST package (Gross & Ligges 2012).
The AD test proceeds by first taking the data, in this case, galaxy
redshifts, z, and sorting and scaling them relative to the mean, z¯,
and standard deviation, σ z, of the sample:
z′ = z − z¯
σz
. (4)
The statistic, A2, is then determined using the normal cumulative
distribution function 	 as
A2 = −N − 1
N
N∑
i
[2i − 1][ln(	(z′i)) + ln(1 − 	(z′N−i+1))], (5)
where N is the sample size. The significance of A2, p(A2), can then
be found as per table 4.9 of D’Agostino & Stephens (1986), where
a modified statistic, A2, is adopted such that
A2 =
(
1 + 0.75
N
+ 2.25
N2
)
A2. (6)
We use p(A2) as our substructure indicator. To be consistent with
the sense of ζ β and ζAST, we define ζAD = 1/p(A2) such that a
value ≈1 indicates low levels of substructure, and ζAD 
 1 shows
substantial non-Gaussian structure in the velocity histogram.
2.3 Calibration
Using the mock galaxy groups, we calibrated a set of threshold
values for our three substructure statistics that selected out groups
meeting the criteria discussed in Section 2.1 for reliability of mass
estimation. To ensure joint optimization of the three substructure
statistics, we explored a gridded (ζ β , ζAST, ζAD) parameter space,
characterizing each combination by the accuracy of the predicted
masses (see Section 2.4) for the groups that passed the filter. Using
one of the GAMA mock volumes, we optimized the threshold values
to discard all groups with predicted masses greater than twice the
true halo mass whilst maximizing the number of groups with mass
estimates within a factor of 2 of the true mass. As each mock FoF
group may link galaxies from multiple dark matter haloes, we take
the true mass FoF group to be the mass of the halo that contributes
the most galaxies to the group.
The resulting calibration accepted groups with substructure mea-
sures ζ β < 1.9, ζAST < 1.68 and ζAD < 1.82. Of the 62 groups
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Table 1. Summary of the predicted properties of our selected groups based on the G3Cv06 group catalogue and associated X-ray observations.
Group IDa Centralb αc δc zc Nfofd M500, Prede r500, Prede T500, Predf texpg ObsIDg
galaxy (1013 h−170 M) (h−170 kpc) (keV) (ks)
100053 (100072) 279874 139.74 1.149 0.0874 32 (23) 5.9 576 1.5 9.9 14001
200015 (200011) 30699 176.53 − 1.094 0.1175 34 (33) 4.8 532 1.4 15.8 14002
200017 (200014) 536417 182.26 − 0.965 0.1132 22 (20) 4.0 502 1.2 34.3 14005
200043 (200018) 537303 184.71 − 1.047 0.1195 23 (22) 5.2 548 1.4 10.6 14003
200054 (200036) 136792 176.10 − 1.851 0.1069 23 (17) 4.6 527 1.3 24.7 14004
200099 (200034) 534758 174.93 − 1.030 0.0777 23 (24) 4.7 536 1.3 14.9 14000
200115 (200063) 136847 176.28 − 1.758 0.0276 18 (17) 2.6 448 0.94 24.7 14007
200130 (200003) 230776 181.11 1.896 0.0200 35 (46) 7.2 629 1.7 30.0 3234
300008 (300006) 15899 217.19 0.708 0.1027 23 (20) 3.6 489 1.1 52.6 14006
300067 (300028) 594961 222.75 − 0.036 0.0429 22 (24) 2.6 446 0.94 25.7 14008
aGroup ID in parentheses shows the G3Cv04 group ID. Group IDs of the form 1xxxxx, 2xxxxx and 3xxxxx indicate groups from GAMA regions G09, G12 and
G15, respectively.
bG3Cv06 galaxy ID for galaxies identified as optical central galaxies using our iterative centroid algorithm described in Section 2.5.
cListed centres correspond to the galaxy associated with the X-ray peaks. In cases where no emission is detected, we assign a central galaxy as described in
Section 2.5. For group 200115, where the X-ray centroid is offset from the brightest group galaxies, we use the X-ray centroid. Redshifts are as defined by the
Robotham et al. (2011) FoF group finder.
dGroup FoF multiplicities from the G3Cv06 group catalogue (corresponding values from the G3Cv04 catalogue are given in parentheses).
er-band luminosity derived mass estimates as described in the main text. Predicted r500 assumes the critical density of the Universe at redshift z (Section 2.4).
fTemperatures estimated using the M–T relation of Sun et al. (2009).
gExposure time and Chandra observation ID of each observation used. With the exception of the archival data for 200130, this was calculated using group
properties from the G3Cv04 group catalogue.
with NFoF ≥ 12 and z ≤ 0.12 within the mock volume used for
the calibration, these thresholds were able to exclude all groups
whose masses were overestimated by a factor of 2 whilst allowing
17 per cent of the 42 groups with masses within a factor of 2 (i.e.
‘accurate’ mass estimates) to pass. Using the same set of thresholds
on the other eight mock volumes, which contained 763 groups in
total, we found that the filter allowed 16 per cent of groups with
‘accurate’ masses to pass whilst allowing only 6 per cent contami-
nation by groups whose masses are overpredicted by a factor of ≥2.
Note that our filter will allow through some groups whose masses
are significantly underestimated.
2.4 Group sample
Applying the calibrated substructure filters to the observed G3Cv04
group catalogue resulted in a sample of 18 groups with NFoF ≥ 12
and z ≤ 0.12. Our aim was then to obtain, for as many of these as
possible, Chandra X-ray observations of a depth sufficient to detect
the intragroup gas, even if it has entropy higher than that normally
expected within a collapsed group. In order to calculate the required
X-ray exposure times, we needed estimates of the luminosity and
temperature of the hot intragroup gas for each target. For typical
groups, both properties are found to correlate strongly with group
mass (e.g. Sun et al. 2009), so we use estimated group halo mass
as the basis for our prediction. Group mass has been found to
correlate well with optical luminosity (e.g. Popesso et al. 2007), so
we adopted the group r-band luminosity as a predictor for group
mass, using this, in turn, to predict the X-ray properties. We use the
relation
MGAMA,DHalo
h−1 M
= 101.37
(
Lr
h−2 L
)1.09
, (7)
where Lr is the total r-band luminosity of the FoF group. This is
estimated from the observed r-band luminosity of the FoF-linked
galaxies (Lobs) using Lr = BLobsf (z), where f (z) is an extrapolation
factor to account for GAMA’s flux limit and B = 1.04 is a correction
factor dependent on both group richness and redshift calibrated on
the GAMA mock catalogues (Robotham et al. 2011). This quantity
is available directly from the group catalogue. We compare this
relation to recent relations obtained by Han et al. (2015) and Viola
et al. (2015), who both determined mass-observable relations for
GAMA groups using weak lensing. They find Mhalo ∝ L1.08±0.22r
and M200 ∝ L1.16±0.13r , respectively, comparable to that used here.
Equation (7) was calibrated using mock groups with dark halo
masses MDHalo (Jiang et al. 2014; Tankard-Evans 2015). These
luminosity-derived masses MGAMA, DHalo were then converted into
overdensity masses, M500 (mass within the region where mean
density is 500 times the critical density of the Universe), using
M500 = 100.34M0.96GAMA,DHalo, estimated from simulated dark matter
distributions (Jiang et al. 2014; Tankard-Evans 2015).
The resulting values of M500 were then used to predict r500 radii,
assuming a mean density 500 times the critical density of the
Universe at the group’s redshift, and the X-ray temperatures for
each potential target group using the mass–temperature relation of
Sun et al. (2009). These temperatures were then used to estimate
X-ray luminosities using the LX–T relation derived by Slack & Pon-
man (2014) for archival data. As we are interested in high-entropy
groups, we would expect these groups to be underluminous rela-
tive to the typical group population. Based on the simulations of
McCarthy et al. (2010, 2011), we anticipated that the highest en-
tropy groups might have X-ray luminosities suppressed by as much
as a factor of 10. We therefore calculated fluxes and Chandra count
rates assuming X-ray luminosities an order of magnitude below the
mean LX–T relation. From our sample of 18 potential target groups,
we then selected the 10 groups with the shortest exposure times re-
quired to reach a 3σ detection under these constraints. One of these
had existing archival Chandra data sufficient for our purposes, and
we were awarded observations of the remaining nine.
We present our selected sample in Table 1, where observed and
predicted group properties have been re-estimated using data from
the G3Cv06 group catalogue. Group 200130 is the well-known,
relaxed X-ray group MKW4 (Fukazawa, Kawano & Kawashima
2004). This was the group with existing archival data, and was also
the only group in our sample that intersected the edge of a GAMA
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field. Approximately 79 per cent of the group area (within the pro-
jected radius from the dominant central galaxy to the farthest group
galaxy) was covered by the survey footprint. Assuming galaxies
follow a Navarro, Frenk and White (NFW) radial density profile
(Navarro, Frenk & White 1996) with a concentration half that of
the dark matter and using the predicted mass from Table 1, this is
equivalent to missing ∼23 per cent of group galaxies within the
same radius. However, as we had full coverage of the group core,
we did not exclude this group from our sample.
The number of FoF galaxies within each group is shown in
Table 1 for both the original G3Cv04 catalogue, on which our
target list for Chandra observations was based, and for the deeper
G3Cv06 data,1 which has been utilized for the analysis presented
in Section 3 onwards. As one would expect, the multiplicity of
most groups rises somewhat with the deeper data. However, this
is not guaranteed since the higher density of galaxies in G3Cv06
results in shorter linking lengths for the FoF analysis. As a result,
some galaxies linked to a group in the G3Cv04 catalogue may be-
come disconnected in G3Cv06. The most striking example of this
is group 200130, which shows a substantial decrease in multiplicity
from catalogue G3Cv04 to G3Cv06. Visual inspection of this group
within the G3Cv04 catalogue (ID 200003 in G3Cv04) indicates that
there is a substantial southern extension in the FoF group that is split
off as a separate group in G3Cv06 (ID 200477 in G3Cv06 with 16
members).
Observations of the nine selected groups not already within the
Chandra archive were completed by the ACIS-I instrument on
the Chandra X-ray Observatory in 2013. Observations of group
200130, an ACIS-S image taken in 2002, were taken from the
Chandra archive.
2.5 Group centres for X-ray analysis
Our X-ray analysis requires the location of an X-ray centre for
each group, about which we will extract spectral flux (or upper
limits) and, where possible, surface brightness profiles. Diffuse
X-ray emission is observed in the majority of our sample, and in
most cases, the centroid of this emission is coincident with a bright
group galaxy. In these cases, we adopt this galaxy as the centre of
the group. One group, 200115, has its X-ray emission centroid off-
set from any bright galaxies. For this, we adopt the X-ray centroid
of the group as its centre.
Where there is no significant X-ray emission to help us locate
the bottom of the gravitational potential well, we use the G3Cv06
galaxy data to define an optical group centre. For this, we adopt
a slightly modified form of the iterative centring algorithm of
Robotham et al. (2011). The algorithm initially takes all member
galaxies and calculates a centroid weighted by galaxy luminosity.
The galaxy farthest from this centre is then removed from the sam-
ple and the weighted centroid is recalculated. This procedure is
iterated until only two galaxies remain, the brightest of which is
then identified as the central galaxy.
We find that in a small number of cases, this can be dominated
by a bright galaxy on the cluster outskirts. We modify this algo-
rithm by assuming that central galaxies should be near the centre
1 In addition to the increased depth of G3Cv06 (r ≤ 19.8 mag compared
to r ≤ 19.4 mag for G3Cv04), the updated catalogue also re-determined
all galaxy redshifts with only a small fraction of galaxies whose redshifts
changed significantly. See Liske et al. (2015) for further details.
of the velocity distribution. The weight of each galaxy in the cen-
troid calculation is therefore modified to include the inverse of the
line-of-sight velocity offset from the group mean, scaled by the
standard deviation of the velocity distribution, |z − z¯|/σz. At each
iteration, the mean velocity is recalculated whilst maintaining the
standard deviation at its initial value. This modification should pre-
vent excessively bright galaxies in the cluster outskirts dominating
the weighted centroid of the group. We use this algorithm to define
a central galaxy for each group. In cases where an X-ray centroid is
not possible, we use this optical central galaxy as the group centroid.
Ultimately, this optical centre was only required for group 200099,
as explained in Section 3.5.1. The adopted centres of all 10 groups
are listed in Table 1.
3 X -RAY ANALYSI S
In this section, we discuss the reduction and analysis of our Chandra
data. The software packages CIAO 4.5 and SHERPA (version 1 for CIAO
4.5) were used for the data reduction and the analysis of spectra and
radial profiles. The techniques used were those of Pascut & Ponman
(2015), and we present only a brief outline here.
Our X-ray images were reduced from the initial level 1 event
files with the calibration files from CALDB 4.5.6. These corrections
include the effects of time-dependent gain variation and charge
transfer inefficiency. We additionally filtered out flaring events by
removing periods where the count rate was 20 per cent greater than
the median rate.
The resulting cleaned event files form the basis of our X-ray
analysis. We first identify point sources within our X-ray images
using CIAO’s WAVDETECT tool. Once these are removed, the quality of
our data allows us to detect diffuse X-ray emission in most of our
target groups. In groups where we do not detect significant group-
scale emission, we instead calculate limits on X-ray properties as
described in Section 3.5.
3.1 Spectral modelling
We extract the diffuse X-ray emission in the energy range 0.3–
3.0 keV within a radius of 0.5r500 from our chosen centre, exclud-
ing any point sources detected in the cleaned events files. Initial
estimates of r500 are based on the GAMA luminosity-based mass
estimates described previously. The extracted X-ray spectrum is fit-
ted using a two-component source + background model. The back-
ground is separately modelled, rather than being subtracted. This
allows the spectral fit to employ a maximum likelihood method us-
ing the Cash statistic (Cash 1979). This specifically allows for the
Poissonian nature of the data, and so is more appropriate than χ2
for cases, such as most of ours, in which the total number of photon
counts is low (Humphrey, Liu & Buote 2009).
To establish an appropriate background model we extract counts
from ACIS-I chips 0-3, excluding point sources and the 0.5r500
source region. An additional CIAO routine, VTPDETECT, is used to
search for any other sources of diffuse emission in the field, which
are then also removed. The cleaned background region is then fitted
over the range of 0.3–7.0 keV with a model that includes compo-
nents for the cosmic soft X-ray and particle background, galactic
emission and instrumental lines introduced by material along the
optical path. We refer to Pascut & Ponman (2015) for the specifics
of this fit. In a small number of cases, an additional background term
is required to account for the effect of solar wind charge exchange.
In these cases, we model these with a set of Gaussians correspond-
ing to the O VII, O VIII, Ne IX and Mg XI lines at 0.56, 0.65, 0.91 and
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1.34 keV, respectively (Kuntz & Snowden 2008; Koutroumpa et al.
2009).
We then fit the source region as an APEC thermal plasma with
the above background component. We assume a fixed metalicity of
Z = 0.5 Z (Sanderson, O’Sullivan & Ponman 2009) relative to
the GRSA cosmic abundance model (Grevesse & Sauval 1998) and
take the absorption column from the galactic H I survey of Kalberla
et al. (2005), extracted using the NH tool from the HEASOFT software
suite.
The source + background model is then fitted. However, as the
background itself consists of two components, a vignetted pho-
ton background and a non-vignetted particle background, simply
rescaling the background to the source region would overcorrect
the latter. We therefore fit the source in two phases, first in the
range of 0.3–7.0 keV to appropriately rescale the particle back-
ground whilst providing an initial estimate of the source proper-
ties. The background component is then fixed and the source is
re-fitted to determine source temperature, Tspec, and APEC normal-
ization, η, over the range 0.3–3.0 keV. The APEC model assumes
η = 10−14/(4π[Da(1 + z)]2)
∫
nenHdV , where Da is the angular di-
ameter distance to the source at redshift z in cm, and ne and nH are
the electron and hydrogen number densities (cm−3) within a volume
dV.
Using the fitted temperature, Tspec, we then revise our estimate of
r500 using the r–T relation of Sun et al. (2009):
r500 = 602 h−1
(
kBTspec
3 keV
)1.67/3
kpc. (8)
The spectrum is then re-extracted within the new 0.5r500 aper-
ture and re-fitted. If the newer estimate of 0.5r500 is larger than
the initial value, then we repeat the extraction and modelling of
the background, to avoid any possible contamination with diffuse
source flux. We adopt the re-fitted Tspec as our estimate of the sys-
tem’s mean temperature and estimate group mass from this using
the M–T relation of Sun et al. (2009):
M500 = 1.27 × 1014 h−1
(
kBTspec
3 keV
)1.67
M. (9)
As shown by Le Brun et al. (2014), the M–T relation is relatively
unaffected by any feedback processes. Therefore, masses estimated
in this way should be representative of the halo mass regardless of
the thermal history of the group (i.e. low- or high-entropy gas). In
the case of groups with cool cores (CCs), the mean gas temperature
will differ somewhat depending on whether or not the core region is
excised when extracting the X-ray spectrum. Our data quality does
not permit us to derive temperature profiles, so we do not attempt
to excise core emission. However, the impact of CCs on the global
spectrum has been shown to be small. Rasmussen & Ponman (2007)
show in their Chandra study that the central temperature in groups
drops only 10–20 per cent below the mean group temperature, even
in systems with strongly cooling cores (see their fig. 6), and Osmond
& Ponman (2004) find that the impact of core excision on the mean
spectral temperature of groups is only ≈4 per cent. In practice, as
we discuss in Section 4.2, with the exception of MKW4, our groups
seem likely to contain at most very weak CCs.
3.2 Surface brightness profiles
The surface brightness profiles of our groups are extracted by bin-
ning the observed emission in annuli centred on the positions listed
in Table 1. Bin widths are chosen to give at least 15 counts per
bin in our 0.3–3.0 keV energy band. We remove contaminating
point sources and apply an exposure correction. For groups without
any strong CC, we assume that the surface brightness profile can
be represented by a single β-model (Cavaliere & Fusco-Femiano
1976):
S(r) = S0
(
1 +
(
r
rc
)2)−3β+0.5
, (10)
where rc is the core radius, β determines the slope of the emis-
sion profile and S0 is the central surface brightness. In groups with a
noticeable excess of central emission, we modify the surface bright-
ness model to be the sum of two β-models, S(r) = Score(r) + Sout(r).
This modification is simpler than those used by, for example, Ettori
(2000) and Vikhlinin et al. (2006). Due to the limited quality of
the data from most of our groups, fitting more complex models is
unlikely to provide significant improvements.
A flat background component, Sbg, is incorporated into the fit-
ted surface brightness model. This is not strictly correct, since the
particle background is not subject to vignetting, unlike the photon
background, so after exposure correction (which flattens the pho-
ton component of the background), the particle contribution will
actually rise with radius from the optical axis of the instrument.
However, as most of our sources do not cover a very large fraction
of the ACIS-I field (radial extent typically less than or approxi-
mately a few hundred pixels compared to a 2048-pixel-wide field of
view), and as our energy range does not extend into the hard X-ray
regime where particles dominate the background, departures from
a uniform background will be small.
The surface brightness profiles are fitted using SHERPA. Due to
limited statistics, we do not fit all β-model components, we fix
βout = 0.5, comparable to that observed for low-temperature groups
(e.g. Helsdon & Ponman 2000), and βcore = 2/3, assuming that
central emission has a standard slope comparable to those measured
in Mohr, Mathiesen & Evrard (1999).
3.3 Luminosity
To determine the bolometric X-ray luminosity of the diffuse
group emission, we use the spectral fit and the SHERPA algorithm
CALC_ENERGY_FLUX in the energy range 0.01–15 keV, applying the
appropriate conversion from flux to luminosity. As our extraction
aperture is smaller than r500 – 0.5r500 in most cases – we estimate
the luminosity, LX, 500, within r500 by applying a rescaling based on
the measured surface brightness profile. The rescale factors typi-
cally range from 1.12 to 1.75. One group, 300067, requires little
rescaling (1.04) due to its centrally concentrated emission profile,
whilst the three groups 100053, 200099 and 200130, for which the
extraction aperture is only 100 kpc (see Section 3.5), have larger
scalefactors of 3–6.
3.4 ICM entropy
We define entropy, K, as
K(r) = kBTspec
ne(r)2/3
, (11)
where we assume isothermal gas with temperature Tspec and ne(r)
is the number density of electrons in the intragroup gas at radius
r (Voit, Kay & Bryan 2005). We note that the assumption of an
isothermal gas can lead to slight overestimates of central entropy in
systems with CCs. To determine the gas density, follow the method
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of Hudson et al. (2010) to deproject β-model fits to the surface
brightness profile. For the single β-model, this defines
ne(r) = ne,0
(
1 +
(
r
rc
)2)−3β/2
, (12)
where β and rc are derived from the surface brightness profile
(equation 10), and ne, 0 is a normalization factor calculated as
ne,0 =
√
neH4πDa(z)2(1 + z)21014ηJ
EL
. (13)
Here neH = 1.176 is the ratio of electron to hydrogen number den-
sities within a fully ionized plasma of 0.5 Z metallicity [relative
to the GRSA (Grevesse & Sauval 1998) abundance tables] and Da(z)
is the angular diameter distance to the group in cm at redshift z. η
is the normalization of the APEC model fit in Section 3.1 and EL is
the ratio of the emission integral within our extracted region to the
central electron density.
Equation (12) can be extended to a double β-model fit as
ne(r)2 = n2e,0,core
(
1 +
(
r
rc,core
)2)−3βcore
+n2e,0,out
(
1 +
(
r
rc,out
)2)−3βout
, (14)
where the labels ‘core’ and ‘out’ indicate the relevant property from
the core and outer β-model fit. We refer to Hudson et al. (2010)
for the calculation of the central electron densities ne, 0, ne, 0, core and
ne, 0, out.
Using the derived gas density profile and equation (11), we cal-
culate the gas entropy at a radius of 10 kpc in each group to probe
the core gas properties.
3.5 Notes on individual groups
Some of the groups within the sample required modification to some
aspects of our standard analysis procedure. These are described
below.
3.5.1 100053 and 200099
Since their surface brightness profiles show no significant X-ray
emission on group scales, groups 100053 and 200099 are consid-
ered to be non-detections, and we instead derive limits on the gas
luminosity and entropy.
Examining the smoothed emission maps of these sources, we
find a small diffuse source associated with a bright member galaxy
for 100053 (see Fig. 1) and adopt this galaxy as the centre of
our analysis. 200099 appears featureless in the smoothed images.
We therefore adopt an optical centre for this group based on the
iterative centroid algorithm described in Section 2.5, though we
note that the centre identified by the algorithm in this case actually
lies near the edge of the group.
To determine limits on the gas properties for these two sys-
tems, we extract X-ray spectra within 100 kpc, using a small, fixed
aperture to increase the signal-to-noise ratio relative to that within
0.5r500. Assuming the Tpred determined from the optical group lumi-
nosity, we fit an APEC model with a fixed temperature and metal-
licity. We then adopt an upper limit corresponding to the 2σ upper
bound on the fitted APEC normalization η. The surface brightness
profile is taken to be a single β-model with β = 0.5 and rc = 0.2r500,
comparable to the mean of the other eight groups in the sample
(0.17 ± 0.03 r500). We assume r500 as predicted by the luminosity
mass estimate.
Using the 2σ upper limit on normalization and the assumed sur-
face brightness profile, a 2σ upper limit on luminosity can be de-
rived. Deprojecting this surface brightness profile provides a 2σ
upper limit on electron number density, ne. Combining this with the
assumed gas temperature, Tpred, gives a 2σ lower limit on central
entropy.
3.5.2 200130
Group 200130 is the known low-redshift X-ray group MKW4
(Fukazawa et al. 2004). This group was imaged in 2002 with
Chandra in the ACIS-S configuration. We extract our spectra from
the back-illuminated S3 chip. However, due to the low redshift of
this group, the predicted 0.5r500 aperture we would ordinarily use
(313 kpc, 6.7 arcmin at z = 0.02) extends beyond the chip boundary.
Additionally, this system is known to have traceable emission across
the ACIS-S CCD (Sun et al. 2009), rendering our usual approach
of measuring a local background unsuitable.
We instead use the Markevitch blank sky background data sets
to estimate the background (Vikhlinin et al. 2005; Sun et al. 2009).
Using the S3 chip only, we extract a spectrum within a 100 kpc
aperture, comparable to the size of the chip. We do this for both the
background and data. We scale the background to match the hard
X-ray counts and subtract this from our source spectrum. We then
fit with a source model using a χ2 statistic.
To determine the radial profile, as we do not have data beyond
100 kpc, we again make use of the scaled blank sky background to
constrain background emission. We use the core radius and slope
of the outer gas halo, rc = 204 kpc and β = 0.64, determined by
Vikhlinin, Forman & Jones (1999), using ROSAT imaging data that
extended to a much larger radius. We perform two β-profile fits
of the background-subtracted radial profile where we fit only the
amplitude of the outer β model but allow the inner, core profile
freedom to optimize normalization, core radius and slope.
We calculate luminosity as described previously, extrapolating
from 100 kpc to r500. Profiles of temperature for this group are
available from the literature (e.g. Vikhlinin et al. 2006; Sun et al.
2009). However, for consistency with the treatment of our other
groups, we adopt a single mean temperature, Tspec, calculated from
an emission-weighted temperature profile. We use the temperature
profile from Vikhlinin et al. (2006) and, weighting by the surface
brightness profile, average within 0.5r500, adopting r500 = 538 kpc
initially (Sun et al. 2009). This temperature is then used to recalcu-
late r500(T), and the mean temperature is recomputed, iterating until
convergence. The final mean temperature is used for our entropy
estimate.
3.5.3 200115
Group 200115 features a diffuse X-ray source not associated with
any member galaxy. There are no background groups or clusters in
the GAMA survey that this emission may be associated with, nor are
any known groups or clusters within 1 arcmin of the emission found
within the NASA Extragalactic Database.2 We therefore attribute
2 The NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database (NED) is operated by the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, under contract
with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
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Figure 1. Optical images of our groups from the SDSS with X-ray contours overlaid (white lines). The X-ray contours are derived from adaptively smoothed
images of the observed X-ray emission in our analysis band (0.3–3.0 keV) set at arbitrary levels for illustration purposes only. Also shown are the G3Cv06
member galaxies (cyan squares) with central galaxies (as defined by our iterative centre-of-light algorithm defined in Section 2.5) marked by magenta squares.
For scale, we illustrate a 100-kpc region with a dashed magenta circle and the extraction region, when different, by the solid magenta circle centred on the
X-ray source to be analysed (either the X-ray centroid or an optical centre; see Section 2.5).
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Figure 1 – continued
the emission to the group, and estimate its centroid in the 0.3–
3.0 keV band within a 100-kpc aperture (at z = 0.028), finding
this to be offset by 130 kpc from the central galaxy identified by
our iterative centre-of-light algorithm. Another bright galaxy, only
0.05 mag fainter, is offset by 32 kpc from the X-ray centroid. We
note that such offsets have been seen in other groups and clusters
that appear to have been subject to recent disturbance. We use the
X-ray centroid as the centre for our subsequent analysis.
3.5.4 200054
Fitting the spectrum of group 200054 over our standard 0.3–3.0 keV
band, we find a high temperature of 5.2+4.9−1.9 keV. This motivates us
to extend the upper energy band, whereupon the fitted temper-
ature drops substantially to ∼3 keV. We therefore opt to fit this
group within the full 0.3–7.0 keV band used when rescaling the
background. We additionally take βout = 2/3, consistent with high-
temperature systems, rather than the lower value, βout = 0.5, used
for the cooler groups within this work.
3.5.5 300067
The emission within this group was observed to be highly centrally
concentrated. Attempting to fit the two β-models to the surface
brightness profile found a negligible contribution from the second,
outer β-model. We instead fit a single profile.
4 R ESULTS
In this section, we present the results for our sample of optically se-
lected galaxy groups. The results of the spectral fitting and derived
properties are shown in Table 2, whilst Table 3 presents the results
of the surface brightness fits to each group. Diffuse X-ray emission
is detected in 8 of our 10 groups, a larger fraction than detected in
studies such as the XI project (only one bright source and two weak
detections out of nine targets; Rasmussen et al. 2006) where sub-
structure/virialization was not considered when selecting groups.
Our detected fraction is consistent with that found in the optically
selected groups studied by Balogh et al. (2011), who found that
five groups were undetected in a sample of 18 targets. Interestingly,
their sample, which was drawn from the 2PIGG catalogue (Eke et al.
2004) with a narrow mass range (3 × 1014 < M/M < 6 × 1014),
was additionally selected to exclude groups with non-Gaussian ve-
locity distributions. Whilst these samples are small, the difference
between the XI result and that presented here does indicate that
selection by substructure can substantially improve the reliability
of a group sample.
In Fig. 1, we show the optical SDSS images with X-ray
contours overlaid. Of the eight groups where we detect X-ray
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Table 2. Results of the X-ray analysis for our sample of optically selected groups.
GroupID Tspeca LX,500b M500c r500c K10 kpc f500,gasd
(keV) (1042erg s−1) (1013M) (kpc) (keV cm2)
100053 (1.53) <1.70 (5.91) (576) >267 <0.026
200015 1.05+0.21−0.12 3.02 ± 0.66 3.16 ± 0.83 480 ± 42 52.9 ± 13.7 0.045 ± 0.007
200017 1.34+0.56−0.23 1.36 ± 0.46 4.74 ± 2.33 550 ± 90 52.7 ± 11.9 0.025 ± 0.003
200043 0.97+0.37−0.25 1.63 ± 0.62 2.77 ± 1.47 460 ± 81 45.1 ± 20.6 0.034 ± 0.008
200054 2.80+1.03−0.53 12.5 ± 1.61 16.2 ± 7.53 828 ± 129 110 ± 80.0 0.037 ± 0.010
200099 (1.34) <1.24 (4.71) (536) >243 <0.025
200115 0.59+0.09−0.10 0.37 ± 0.06 1.20 ± 0.12 347 ± 30 64.5 ± 20.6 0.024 ± 0.004
200130 1.79+0.02−0.02 27.2 ± 0.6 7.66 ± 0.15 645 ± 4 26.9 ± 0.4 0.075 ± 0.002
300008 1.67+0.31−0.23 1.99 ± 0.30 6.80 ± 1.83 620 ± 56 97.7 ± 38.4 0.023 ± 0.004
300067 0.90+0.11−0.08 0.39 ± 0.06 2.44 ± 0.44 440 ± 27 35.8 ± 4.9 0.008 ± 0.001
Values in parentheses are derived from GAMA mass and temperature estimates.
aMean temperature within an aperture of ≈0.5r500.
bExtrapolated using the surface brightness fits from the extraction aperture to r500.
cDerived from the Sun et al. (2009) mass–temperature and radius–temperature relations for groups and clusters.
dEstimated gas mass fractions within r500 (Section 4.3).
Table 3. X-ray surface brightness profiles.
GroupID rc, corea βcorea rc, outa βouta
(kpc) (kpc)
100053 – – (115) (0.5)
200015 18 ± 17 (0.66) 107 ± 31 (0.5)
200017 10 ± 6 (0.66) 77 ± 28 (0.5)
200043 14 ± 23 (0.66) 87 ± 48 (0.5)
200054 25 ± 33 (0.66) 160 ± 24 (0.66)
200099 – – (107) (0.5)
200115 – – 36 ± 49 (0.5)
200130 4.0 ± 0.8 0.444 ± 0.004 (204)b (0.64)b
300008 9.4 ± 19.1 (0.5) 88 ± 15 (0.66)
300067 15 ± 4 (0.66) – –
aSurface brightness profiles assuming the double β-model described in
Section 3. In cases of non-detection or where only one β-model is suffi-
cient, we report only one set of model parameters. Values in parentheses are
fixed as described in the text and not allowed to fit.
bOuter surface brightness profile parameters derived by Vikhlinin et al.
(1999) from a fit to the ROSAT PSPC data.
emission, there are three groups (200015, 200054 and 200115)
where the central galaxy identified by our iterative centre-of-light
algorithm (Section 2.5) is not associated with the peak of the X-ray
emission.
4.1 LX–Tspec
An initial assessment of our sample can be made through their
position on the X-ray luminosity–temperature relation (L–T). This
relation, which has a self-similar expectation of LX ∝ T2 for systems
with temperatures above ∼3 keV, and a flatter slope at lower temper-
atures (LX ∝ T; Balogh, Babul & Patton 1999) where line emission
is significant, has been shown to be significantly steeper, especially
in the group regime (e.g. Helsdon & Ponman 2000; Osmond &
Ponman 2004; Pratt et al. 2009; Slack & Ponman 2014), with slopes
of 3 to 4. This similarity breaking is attributed to feedback processes
that inject entropy into the gas halo (e.g. Balogh et al. 1999; Babul
et al. 2002; Voit & Bryan 2001), suppressing X-ray luminosity in
gas cores.
In Fig. 2, we show our group sample overplotted on the L–T
group data from the GEMS sample of Osmond & Ponman (2004).
Figure 2. The L–T relation for our group sample (coloured points). Overlaid
are groups from the Osmond & Ponman (2004) sample (black points). The
solid line represents the L–T relation of Slack & Ponman (2014). We show
the L–T relation of our sample, modified from the Slack & Ponman (2014)
relation by re-fitting the normalization only, excluding the undetected groups
100053 and 200099, as the dashed line.
Also shown is the L–T relation (for groups only) found by Slack
& Ponman (2014) using a compilation of several group and cluster
studies spanning nearly two orders of magnitude in temperature:
LX,500 = 1.27 × 1044
(
kBT
3 keV
)3.17
erg s−1. (15)
With the exception of the archival group MKW4 (200130), we
find that our groups have X-ray luminosities below those observed
for the GEMS sample and expected from the L–T relation for typ-
ical X-ray group samples. Quantifying the size of our luminos-
ity decrement relative to the literature L–T relation by fitting the
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Figure 3. Central (10 kpc) entropies against total optical r-band luminosity.
We show the 1σ (dark shading) and 2σ (light shading) upper and lower limits
at 10 kpc derived from the OWLS simulations (McCarthy et al. 2011).
normalization of the relation to our data (excluding the two non-
detections), we find that our optically selected sample is under-
luminous by a factor of 4 relative to an X-ray-selected one. This
renormalization is shown as the dashed line on Fig. 2. This deficit is
in qualitative agreement with the results of Anderson et al. (2015),
who find optical groups in a stacked analysis to be a factor of 2
underluminous on the L–M relation.
Despite the group luminosities being low compared to the stan-
dard relation, our measured group temperatures show no significant
bias relative to temperatures predicted from the optical luminosity-
based mass estimates using the Sun et al. (2009) M–T relation.
Excluding the two non-detections, and MKW4, whose analysis
differed from that of the other groups, the mean offset between
predicted and observed temperatures [log10(Tpred) − log10(Tspec)]
is only −0.005 ± 0.072, increasing slightly to −0.007 ± 0.062 if
MKW4 is included. This suggests that the mass estimation used
here is, on average, unbiased, though with substantial scatter. This
scatter, totalling 0.18 dex, has 0.09 dex contributed by the measure-
ment error on Tspec, with the remaining 0.15 dex introduced through
uncertainty on the calibration of the optical luminosity mass esti-
mation and intrinsic scatter on that relation.
4.2 Entropy
In Fig. 3, we plot central entropies, calculated from equation (11) us-
ing the surface brightness parameters in Table 3 to estimate gas den-
sity, against optical luminosity. We plot against Lr to avoid any cor-
relation that may be introduced by plotting against an X-ray-derived
quantity. Note that the group sample spans a fairly narrow range in
Lr, as a result of the selection on richness and predicted Chandra
exposure time. This is not a problem for our study, since we are ef-
fectively exploring the full range in gas properties for groups over a
limited mass range. In the OWLS project simulations, the feedback
model that best reproduces the observed entropy distribution, as well
as other halo baryon properties such as stellar mass fractions, incor-
porates both AGN and supernova feedback, together with radiative
Figure 4. Histogram of group entropies at 10 Kpc using the entropy profiles
of the ACCEPT sample (Cavagnolo et al. 2009) with kBT < 3 keV with our
measured entropies overlaid. As in Fig. 3, we show the 1σ (dark shading)
and 2σ (light shading) upper and lower limits at 10 kpc derived from the
OWLS simulations (McCarthy et al. 2011).
cooling (McCarthy et al. 2011). The predicted range in central en-
tropies from this model is shown in Fig. 3 by the shaded regions. The
majority of our groups lie well within the 1σ range; however, we
note that our two non-detections have 2σ lower limits substantially
higher than the central entropies of the rest of the sample. These
two groups are plausible candidates for members of the population
of high-entropy groups predicted by the strong feedback models.
In Fig. 4, we compare these results to the distribution of
central entropies for groups and clusters within the ACCEPT
(Cavagnolo et al. 2009) data base.3 We use entropy profiles
K(r) = K0 + K100(r/100 kpc)α with their fitted values of K0, K100
and α to estimate group entropies at 10 kpc. For comparability with
our sample, we have taken only groups with TX < 3 keV, which re-
duces the ACCEPT sample from 241 systems to 38. The estimated
entropies at 10 kpc for our X-ray detected systems mostly lie above
the main peak in the entropy distribution for the Cavagnolo et al.
(2009) sample, and a two-sided Kolmogorov–Smirnov test gives
a low probability (p = 0.04) that the two distributions are consis-
tent. The sense of this disagreement, whereby the majority of our
entropy estimates appear elevated relative to the general ACCEPT
population, is consistent with the lower X-ray luminosity observed.
Moreover, the high-entropy group candidates, 100053 and 200099,
have lower limits on entropy, which are higher than the largest
central entropies seen in the cool ACCEPT sample.
Since MKW4 (our group 200130) is included in ACCEPT, we
can compare the value of entropy in this derived from our own
analysis with that calculated from the Cavagnolo et al. (2009) data.
As shown in Table 2, we determine a central entropy of 26.9 ±
0.4 keV cm2, compared to the value of 28.4 keV cm2 derived from
the ACCEPT profile. Whilst the ACCEPT value lies outside our
small 1σ confidence region, this small error bar results from the
high statistical quality of the data for this particular system. (As can
3 http://www.pa.msu.edu/astro/MC2/accept/
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be seen from the table, entropy errors for all other groups in our
sample are at least an order of magnitude larger.) In practice, much
larger discrepancies can be expected to follow from the simplicity of
our method (the isothermality assumption, for example, compared
to the temperature deprojection used for ACCEPT), so we regard
agreement to ∼5 per cent as quite satisfactory.
To estimate the lower limits on group entropy for groups 100053
and 200099, a series of assumptions needed to be made regarding
the temperature and gas density profiles. We investigate these as-
sumptions and the impact deviations from them might have on the
estimated limits in Section 5.
As entropy and cooling times are inherently linked properties of
group gas (at the same temperature, high gas entropy implies low
gas density and therefore a reduced cooling rate), we can use our
measured entropies to explore the CC/non-cool core (NCC) status
of the groups in our sample. Our choice of the threshold separating
these two populations is guided by the observed bimodality in cen-
tral entropies reported by Cavagnolo et al. (2009), which split the
population at 30–50 keV cm2. Groups below this threshold were
found to be more likely to show features associated with active
cooling (Cavagnolo et al. 2008). Whilst the Cavagnolo et al. (2009)
split is based on the value of the central baseline value (K0) derived
from fitting the K(r) model discussed above, our radius of 10 kpc
should be small enough for the entropy to have dropped close to
the baseline value, so it is reasonable to adopt a similar threshold
value. Accordingly, we classify groups with K10kpc < 30 keV cm2
as containing probable CCs.
From Table 2, we see that only one group falls below this
threshold and is therefore likely to be a CC group. Though two
of our groups are plausibly moderate NCC groups, with central
entropies lying just above or consistent within 1σ of the CC thresh-
old, the remainder of our sample, though consistent with the CC
threshold at a 2σ level, are likely NCC groups. Cooling times can
be estimated as tcool ∝ K3/2T−1/2(T)−1, where (T) is the cooling
function. For pure bremsstrahlung emission where (T) ∝ T1/2
(e.g. Donahue et al. 2006), this results in tcool ∝ K3/2T−1. At low
temperatures where line emission becomes significant, such as in
the groups observed here, the temperature dependence of (T), and
hence of tcool(T) flattens (e.g. McKee & Cowie 1977; Balogh et al.
1999). With the exception of group 200130, which has the second
highest temperature, three of our four lowest entropy groups are
also amongst the coolest groups in this sample and should therefore
have the lowest cooling times.
We note that in the case of group 300067, the diffuse X-ray
emission is confined to a small region around a central galaxy. This
is reminiscent of the compact galaxy coronae observed by Sun
et al. (2007). Its radial extent (∼15 kpc) is larger than those seen
by Sun et al. (2007) (∼4 kpc), but its temperature is comparable.
The Sun et al. (2007) coronae were found around galaxies within
hot cluster environments. This clearly differs from the environment
seen in 300067, where no other diffuse emission is observed. It is
possible that this compact X-ray halo is surrounded by undetectable
high-entropy gas, but we do not label this group as a high-entropy
candidate.
4.3 Gas mass fraction
Using the gas number density profiles determined above, n(r), we
can also determine the gas mass fractions for each group. We follow
the method of Sanderson et al. (2013) such that
M
gas
500 = me
∫ r500
0
4πr2ne(r) dr, (16)
Figure 5. Gas mass fraction within r500 for our 10 groups. Colour code and
key as per Fig. 2, with blue points indicating the groups for which only a 2σ
upper limit on gas mass has been determined. For comparison, the dashed
line indicates the best-fitting f gas500−M500 relation found by Sun et al. (2009)
for their sample of X-ray-selected groups and clusters.
where the factor me = 1.159 amu is the gas mass per electron
(1 amu = 1.66 × 10−27 kg) for a fully ionized plasma of 0.5 Z
metallicity [again, relative to the GRSA (Grevesse & Sauval 1998)
abundance tables]. For groups 100053 and 200099, we determine a
2σ upper limit on gas mass using the standard β model and param-
eters estimated from GAMA optical data and limits from the X-ray
data. The resulting upper limits on the gas mass fractions are shown
in Fig. 5 and in Table 2.
As might be expected from the low X-ray luminosity of our sys-
tems, their gas mass fractions are found to be almost universally
low compared to those seen in X-ray-selected systems, which typi-
cally find fgas ∼ 0.06–0.08 within our mass range of 1013–1014 M
(Sun et al. 2009; Gonzalez et al. 2013; Liang et al. 2016). Within
our sample, only group 200130 (MKW4) has such a substantial gas
reservoir.
5 D I SCUSSI ON
5.1 High-entropy limits
The results above indicate that two of our groups have interest-
ingly high lower limits on the central entropy of their intragroup
gas. However, it is worth asking how realistic these limits are, es-
pecially given the assumptions that have gone into constructing
them. The entropy calculation used here for the detected systems
assumes an isothermal gas with temperatures determined from the
X-ray spectra, and a gas density profile derived from the depro-
jected emissivity profile of group emission. To determine limits for
the undetected groups, we instead use the temperature predicted
for each group from their optical luminosity-based masses, which
have some uncertainty from the scatter in the mass–Lr relation used.
The uncertainty on mass also affects the shape of the density profile,
since we assume rc = 0.2r500, where r500 is also derived from optical
luminosity-based masses. Furthermore, the assumed factor of 0.2,
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Table 4. Substructure in the G3Cv06 group sample.
GroupID ζ β ζAST ζAD
100053 1.42 (0.93) 1.19 (0.70) 2.39
200015 1.22 (0.81) 0.82 (0.23) 1.11
200017 1.06 (0.63) 1.39 (0.78) 3.97
200043 1.86 (>0.99) 2.40 (0.98) 1.44
200054 0.78 (0.26) 1.24 (0.69) 3.41
200099 3.08 (>0.99) 2.08 (0.95) 2.19
200115 1.43 (0.89) 1.42 (0.76) 1.03
200130 1.78 (0.99) 1.23 (0.74) 3250
300008 1.11 (0.68) 0.79 (0.21) 1.03
300067 1.55 (0.94) 1.93 (0.93) 2.86
Notes. ζ β , ζAST and ζAD show the mirror symmetry, angular separation
test and velocity non-normality substructure indicators, as described in
Section 2. The numbers in parentheses show the significance of any ob-
served substructure for the first two tests.
comparable to the mean ratio of rc to r500 for the rest of the sample,
may not be valid for groups with such high entropy – high-entropy
gas will redistribute itself within the halo, puffing up the intragroup
medium and increasing the core radius.
It is interesting therefore to see how far we can push these as-
sumptions before we reach entropy limits comparable to the rest of
the sample. The most obvious question is: How reliably do we know
the assumed temperature? We have already discussed that, for the
detected systems, the temperature estimates are, on average, essen-
tially unbiased. Whilst scatter is large, 0.15 dex, if we decrease the
temperature by 0.15 dex and propagate this change into rc, entropy
lower limits decrease to only >181 and >164 keV cm2 for 100053
and 200099, respectively. Therefore, poorly estimated temperature
alone cannot be responsible for the observed high-entropy limits.
The second main assumption involved in our calculation of the
entropy at 10 kpc radius is the form of the gas density profile.
The key parameter here is the value of the core radius, which was
assumed to take the value 0.2r500. We therefore examine the fraction
of r500 that would be required to reduce the measured limits at 10 kpc
to 100 keV cm2. From our APEC normalization upper limit, we
find that this core radius would need to drop to <0.05r500 for both
groups, giving entropy profiles that drop sharply at small radius.
This seems highly unlikely for a group with undetectable low X-ray
surface brightness. As we noted earlier, if such a group contains
high-entropy gas, then the core radius is likely to take a larger than
normal value.
5.2 Substructure
We conclude from the above discussion that the high-entropy lim-
its determined for 100053 and 200099 are unlikely to be reduced
substantially by adjustments to our assumptions about the gas tem-
perature or density. However, a third possibility remains to avoid
the conclusion that these systems contain high-entropy gas. Could
it be that the gas in these systems has not yet been heated, since they
are still collapsing? Our initial dynamical screening was, of course,
designed to eliminate this possibility. Given the improvement in
optical data quality since the initial selection of our group sample
using the G3Cv04 GAMA catalogue, we now re-visit the question
of substructure for the whole sample using the G3Cv06 data.
In Table 4, we show the recalculated substructure statistics of our
group sample using the deeper data now available and centred on
X-ray emission where possible. We remind the reader that the origi-
nal G3Cv04 substructure thresholds were ζ β < 1.9, ζAST < 1.68 and
Figure 6. Histogram of galaxy redshifts for members of group 200130
(MKW4) identified within G3Cv04 (red) and G3Cv06 (blue) group cata-
logues. A large fraction of the galaxies linked to this group in G3Cv04 are
part of another group in G3Cv06 (see the text and Section 2.4).
ζAD < 1.82. Our target groups all fell below these threshold values
using the G3Cv04 galaxy data. Due to the updated group catalogue,
a rigorous comparison of the new substructure statistics to the orig-
inal, carefully calibrated, thresholds is difficult, and would require
recalibration of these thresholds using mock data sets constructed
to match the deeper data. Qualitatively though, such a comparison
has a number of interesting implications.
The most apparent change is that the AD-test has become much
more discriminating. Obviously, the inclusion of more galaxies will
result in any deviation from normality in the velocity distribution
becoming more significant, so this should not surprise us. However,
the value of ζAD = 3250 for 200130 (MKW4) indicates that the
revised selection has introduced a major perturbation in its veloci-
ties. Further examination indicates that a second structure, centred
at z ∼ 0.0235, has been linked into the group in the G3Cv06 cat-
alogue, causing the group velocity histogram to be significantly
skewed, as shown in Fig. 6. At the same time, some of the galaxies
in the G3Cv04 group have been lost, as discussed at the end of
Section 2.4.
In contrast, the two spatial substructure tests do not show major
changes from G3Cv04 to G3Cv06 groups, with only a few showing
more substructure than the original limits. The mirror symmetry
gives a significant (≥95 per cent) substructure result for groups
200043, 200099 and 200130. The angular symmetry test similarly
highlights groups 200043 and 200099. The significant mirror sym-
metry result for 200130 is not surprising, given its intersection with
the survey edge.
Comparing the substructure indices of the two non-detected
groups with the others, we see that they have similar, moderate
values of ζAD (ranking fifth and sixth highest in the sample). For
the spatial tests, the values for group 100053 are low, and typical
of the rest of our sample, suggesting that it is a virialized system.
In contrast, group 200099 shows some of the highest substructure
in the sample (ranked first for ζ β and second for ζAST). However,
this may be related to the uncertainties in centring already noted,
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Table 5. M500 estimates (in units of 1013 M, assuming h70 = 1) for our group sample.
GroupID ML, GAMA Mσ , GAMA MN ML Mδ MδL Mσ MX-raya
100053 5.91 6.46 3.84 6.40 2.50 2.46 1.06 (−)
200015 4.79 6.61 14.06 9.78 24.8 28.1 6.49 (3.16 ± 0.83)
200017 4.01 7.71 2.90 3.95 6.44 5.83 5.07 (4.74 ± 2.33)
200043 5.25 8.06 5.97 11.9 7.67 10.9 5.24 (2.77 ± 1.47)
200054 4.61 8.48 6.91 9.34 6.27 7.83 6.00 (16.2 ± 7.53)
200099 4.73 3.32 1.83 3.32 0.90 0.91 1.44 (−)
200115 2.62 4.50 0.45 0.54 2.40 1.55 1.63 (1.20 ± 0.12)
200130 7.22 13.1 4.17 7.15 8.05 3.91 9.89 (7.66 ± 0.15)
300008 3.60 8.88 2.89 3.98 6.43 4.22 4.22 (6.80 ± 1.83)
300067 2.63 3.03 1.21 1.00 1.27 0.95 1.68 (2.44 ± 0.44)
aFor comparison, X-ray M500 as reported in Table 2.
since 200099 has no obvious bright central galaxy. Recalculating
substructure around a simple centre-of-light centroid, without it-
erating, we observe considerably less projected substructure, with
ζβ = 1.47 (p = 0.94) and ζAST = 1.42 (p = 0.81). Whilst the lack
of a dominant central galaxy could result from incomplete virializa-
tion of the group, we note that if it is a high-entropy group, then gas
will be inhibited from cooling on to any central galaxy and fuelling
growth through late star formation.
On the basis of substructure, we therefore conclude that we have
no strong evidence that the groups 100053 and 200099 are not real,
collapsed structures. This suggests that the observed high-entropy
limits provide genuine indicators of the entropy of the gas in these
systems.
5.3 Mass estimation quality
The ability to estimate masses is important for this work. It was the
basis for the predicted X-ray fluxes that were used in selecting the
sample for Chandra observation and is also used in the calculation
of the group entropies. We have used the X-ray temperature to derive
our mass estimates wherever possible, as described in Section 3.1,
and as discussed in Section 4.1, we believe that our predicted tem-
peratures, and therefore mass estimates, are, in general, unbiased,
though highly scattered.
Nonetheless, it is of considerable interest to compare the results
from different mass estimation techniques applied to our sample.
A variety of mass estimates can be derived from analysis of the
group galaxies using their dynamics, optical luminosity or spatial
distribution. For groups that are simple, relaxed and virialized, and
have typical star formation efficiency, we would expect to obtain
good agreement between these different optical mass estimates. So,
major differences between results from the different estimators may
indicate groups that are unrelaxed or atypical. It is therefore highly
relevant to examine whether this is the case for our two X-ray
undetected groups.
The optical mass estimators we employ are mostly taken from
the study of Pearson et al. (2015), and we therefore reselect the
member galaxies for each of our groups using the method employed
by these authors. Galaxies are extracted from a cylindrical volume
with a projected radius of 1 Mpc and a velocity depth ±3σ along the
line of sight centred on the X-ray centroid where possible, where
the velocity dispersion σ is derived using the gapper estimator of
Beers, Flynn & Gebhardt (1990). We refer to this galaxy sample
as the volumetric group sample, in contrast to the GAMA FoF
sample defined by Robotham et al. (2011). Using the volumetric
sample, we construct a series of mass estimates based on (i) the
Figure 7. Distribution of predicted group M500 ordered by the GAMA
luminosity-predicted mass. Included in the boxplot are all mass estimates
from Table 5 with the exception of X-ray-based mass estimates. The blue
stars are the predicted masses used for the X-ray feasibility (derived from
the GAMA luminosity), and the red diamonds are the M–T-based masses
of Table 2. The boxes represent the median and 25th–75th quartiles of mass
estimates.
observed group richness, (ii) luminosity (both extrapolated from the
mr = 19.8 mag flux limit to a standard limiting absolute magnitude
Mr = −16.5 mag assuming a cluster luminosity function derived
from the SDSS (Popesso et al. 2005), (iii) galaxy, (iv) luminosity
overdensity (from fits to an NFW radial density profile (Navarro
et al. 1996)), and (v) a dynamical mass estimator ∝σ 3α . These mass
estimates, labelled MN, ML, Mδ , MδL and Mσ , respectively, are based
on mass–proxy relations that have been calibrated against M500 from
a sample of X-ray-selected groups, as described in Pearson et al.
(2015).
In addition to these five galaxy-based mass estimators, we also
include masses derived from GAMA FoF total light (ML, GAMA; see
Section 2) and GAMA group masses derived from the FoF group
velocity dispersion (Mσ , GAMA; Robotham et al. 2011), calibrated on
the GAMA mock data and applied to the G3Cv06 GAMA catalogue.
In Table 5 and Fig. 7, we summarize these mass estimates, and
compare them with the X-ray-derived masses for the eight detected
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systems. The boxplot in Fig. 7 shows the spread of mass estimates
according to their interquartile range (IQR) for each group. With
only seven masses going into each boxplot, the statistics here are
limited, so definitive conclusions are difficult to draw. None the less,
a number of interesting points can be noted.
As seen in Fig. 7, of the eight groups with detected X-ray emis-
sion, we see four groups (200115, 300067, 200017 and 200130) for
which the X-ray-derived masses are consistent (within 1σ ) with the
IQR of mass estimates. In the other four cases, the X-ray mass lies
within about a factor of 2 of the interquartile box – above it in two
cases and below it in two others.
The masses (ML, GAMA) predicted from the GAMA group opti-
cal luminosity were used to estimate the expected X-ray properties
when selecting our sample for observation with Chandra. Compar-
ing these masses (blue stars in Fig. 7) with the X-ray masses for the
eight detected systems, we note that only one group (200115) had
its mass overpredicted by more than a factor of 2. Since our sub-
structure screening was estimated (Section 2.3) to leave a 6 per cent
chance for a given group to have its mass overestimated by a factor
of 2 or more, a binomial calculation shows that there is a 34 per cent
chance for a sample of 10 groups to contain one group whose pre-
dicted properties are significantly overestimated. So, we should not
be too surprised to find one case in the sample. Note, however, that
the X-ray-derived mass for this system is contained well within the
IQR of the whole set of optical mass estimators for this group.
Comparing the size of the IQR for each group, we see that the two
groups with no diffuse X-ray emission also have the broadest IQR of
the sample. Examining individual mass estimates, we see that both
the dynamical, Mσ , mass for these groups and the overdensity-based
masses, Mδ and MδL , are low compared to masses estimated from
a simple count of light or number. Since the overdensity masses
are derived by fitting the radial profiles of the group galaxies, the
low values of these estimates suggest that these groups may be
characterized by small overdense cores located within larger col-
lapsing structures. This interpretation is strengthened by the fact
that a similar discrepancy is observed between the overdensity and
richness mass estimates for group 300067. As already noted, this
group shows little diffuse emission other than a concentrated halo
of emission around the central bright galaxy.
6 C O N C L U S I O N S
This study has investigated the hot gas properties of a small sample
of galaxy groups selected to have good galaxy membership data
from the GAMA survey and to show little optical substructure. Us-
ing data from the Chandra Observatory, we detect hot intergalactic
gas in 8 of our 10 groups, and estimate X-ray temperatures, lu-
minosities and central gas entropies, searching for evidence of the
existence of groups with the high gas entropies predicted by some
pre-heating models. Two of our groups are high-entropy candidates,
with 2σ lower limits on central gas entropy that lie at the upper edge
of the 1σ range predicted by the OWLS AGN feedback model. All
other groups have entropies lying within the range found in X-ray-
selected group samples, but with a median value shifted towards
higher entropy, consistent with the reduced X-ray luminosity and
gas fractions observed within our sample.
We have examined the robustness of our entropy limits against
uncertainties in temperature or core radius, and conclude that these
are unlikely to reduce our high upper limits into the range seen in
normal X-ray-bright systems.
Two different approaches have been applied to investigate the
possibility that these two high-entropy candidates may, notwith-
standing our substructure screening, be uncollapsed or unvirialized
systems. A closer examination of the substructure statistics, using
the deeper GAMA data that became available since our initial sam-
ple was selected, does not reveal any convincing evidence for the two
undetected groups being uncollapsed or unvirialized. However, our
second test, comparing the mass estimates for the sample derived
from a basket of galaxy-based mass estimators, does produce evi-
dence that the high-entropy candidates may be ‘special’. These are
the two groups from our sample that show the largest discrepancies
between the different galaxy-based mass estimates. In both cases,
masses derived from the galaxy overdensity profiles or the velocity
dispersion are substantially lower than those derived from richness
or total group r-band luminosity. One possible interpretation that
we suggest is that these two groups are not strongly substructured or
asymmetrical (hence the low values from the substructure statistics)
but are not yet fully collapsed.
Whether this possibility could account for the lack of detectable
diffuse X-ray emission in these groups without the need to invoke
high-entropy gas is not clear. In the absence of strong pre-heating,
a collapsed core can still generate significant X-ray emission, as is
seen in the case of group 300067. A definitive answer to the question
of whether groups 100053 and 200099 contain high-entropy gas
requires deeper X-ray observations that are able to detect the hot
gas. It should be noted that these two systems are among the three
shortest Chandra exposure times in our study.
In addition to the possibility of high-entropy gas within two of
our groups, it is clear that our optically selected sample deviates
significantly from the properties of typical X-ray-selected groups.
The raised gas entropies and lower X-ray luminosities and gas
fractions seen in our sample highlight the importance of selection
effects when studying the properties of gas within collapsed groups.
Future deep X-ray studies of a larger sample of groups selected
from the more recent GAMA data releases should provide strong
constraints on the true distribution gas properties in collapsed groups
independent of X-ray selection effects. This distribution can then
be used to discriminate between competing models for the cosmic
feedback arising from AGNs and supernovae. In this context, this
study should be viewed as a pathfinder.
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